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1.0 SUMMARY
This study program was conducted in three technical phases (tasks). Task
I consisted of a review of nonaxisymmetric exhaust svsteras applicable to
highly maneuverable advanced aircraft applications. Available exhaust syst.em
designs were categorized as three basic concepts for ranking evaluation: the
two-c! imensional convergent-divergent (2D-CD), two-dimensional asymmetric (2I;A) ,
and two-dimensional weJge (2DW). The 2D-CD and 2DK were selected for further
investigation and preliminary design.
Flowpaths were established for the uwo selected concepts for application
to the J85-21 engine and a typical advanced fighter mission. A 2D-CD and f.'DW
concept with an aspect ratio (dry throat width to throat height) of four and
an additional 2D-CD concept with an aspect ratio of eight yielded a total of
three preliminary flowpaths.
A cooling system trade study was conducted in Task IT for each of the
three preliminary flo'rpath designs. The trade study consisted of applying
various cooling methods to the internal exhaust system components and eval-
uating them on a velative basis. For each flowpath, a total of four different
cooling r.chemes was derived by applying film cooling or film impingement cool-
ing to the internal nozzle parts either individually or in various combinations.
Preliminary cooling estimates were empirically determined for each cooling
scheme on each of tht three fiowpath designs. The cooling efficiencies, per-
formance effects, mechanical simplicity, and costs were compared and ranked in
order to select the cooling scheme for each concept';-, final design. The trade
study resulted in the selection of coi.ventional film cooling schemes for all
study concepts.
The Task III design studies were initiated on ths 2D-C1) AAR exhaust sys-
tems utilizing the selected film cooling approach and assuming the coolant was
supplied at typical fan air discharge conditions. Detailed cooling analyses
were conducted on this configuration and a conceptual design was completed.
At this point in the program, the 2DW AAR exhaust system was deleted from
further study uo allow a study of cooling the 2D-CD 8AR and a second 2D-CD AAR
exhaust system utilizing only cooling sources available from the J8S-21 engine;
i.e., turbine discharge air and compressor bleed.
The Task III technical effort was completed by defining preliminary con-
ceptual layouts and supporting cooling analyses for the following three vec-
rorable arid thrust reversing exhaust systems:
• 2D-CD AAR (Turbofan Cooled)
• 2D-CD AAR (Turbine Discharge and Compressor Bleed Cooled)
• 2D-CD 3AR (Turbine Discharge and Compressor Bleed Cooled)
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Available data (e.g., References 1 through 9) injicate that nonaxisymmet-
ric exhaust systems have potential for improving advanced fighter aircraft in
three important areas.
• The two-dimensional geometry of nonaxisymmetric nozzles permits
better integration with aircraft and, therefore, provides more
efficient aerodynamics resulting in improved cruise performance.
• Maneuverability is enhanced by more readily accommodated thrust
vectoring and reversing hardware. Vectored thrust of a properly
integrated system produces a supercirculation effect that augments
wing lift, particularly at high an^le of attack conditions for
maneuvering.
• Nonaxisymmetric jet and nozzle geometry can reduce infrared radia-
tion (IR) signatures and radar cross section (RCS) relative to con-
ventional axisymmetric vxhaust systems, t'.ius improving survivabil-
ity against missile threats.
Only full-scale tests of nonaxisymmetric hardware in aircraft will
establish to what degree these benefits can be realized. However, prior to
such a demonstration, a design technology base must be developed to lessen
the risks associated with operating vectorable nonaxisymmetric nozzles.
One critical area requiring attention is in cooling exhaust system com-
ponents. Departures from circular afterburning ducts, complex nozzle vector-
ing and area control motions, as well as the imposition of widely varying
pressures on nozzle components, can result in increased cooling requirements
and corresponding performance losses for these exhaust systems. Accordingly,
cooling methods must be developed vhich minimize or eliminate these losses if
nonaxisymmetric nozzles are to remain of interest for application on advanced
aircraft.
The program reported herein is an initial step in the formulation of an
appropriate cooling technology data base. As its principal objective, pre-
liminary design layouts were prepared for three nonaxisymmetric nozzles
installed on the J85-21 engine. These designs define the hardware require-
ments for conducting future design programs and generating cooling data on
full-scale engine components.
Program objectives were achieved in three parts as described in the fol-
lowing sections. Section 3.0 defines the selection process by which two
exhaust system study concepts were identified and flowpaths prepared for
further study. Section 4.0 presents an evaluation of cooling schemes result-
ing in a selection of one for each study concept. Section 5.0 describes the
procedures used to complete conceptual design layouts and the technology
risks associated for each of the study nozzles. The report concludes with a
Summary of Results, Section 6.0, and an outline ot cooling methodology that
was applied to the designs in the Appendix, Section 7.0.
The International System of Units (SI) has been usad as the primary system
for weights and measures throughout this report. U.S. Customary Units have
been included (in parentheses) beside the SI units to enhance communication and
utility of the report.
3.0 CONCEPT SELECTION
The selection process was initiated by assembling available nonaxisymmet-
ric nozzle designs and associated data. A broad set of design considerations
applicable to advanced fighter aircraft installations was established for
these exhaust systems. They were compared on .1 relative basis to form rankings
and identic-' two generic types thrt best satisfy program requirements. More
specific concept definition was then obtained by preparing preliminary flow-
path designs meeting installation requirements for the J85-21 engine and the
mission points listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Nozzle Operating Requirements.
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3.1 GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF EXHAUST SYSTEMS
An initial review of available designs produced £ total of 31 possible
nonaxisymmetric nozzle candidates for study in this program, as shown in
Table 2. To simplify the selection process, these nozzle designs were clas-
sified as belonging to one of three generic groups: (1) 2D-CD (convergent
divergent), (2) 2DA (asymmetric), and (3) 2DW (wedge or twin throat).
The principal differences between categories are whether there are one
or two expanding flows and/or planes of symmetry (Figure 1). In general,
some available designs listed in Table 2 were judged similar, differing
slightly in flowpath geometry or flap size. Accordingly, the initial total
of 31 designs was reduced to eleven 2D-CD, five 2DA, and seven 2DW concepts
for a total of 23 study candidates; thus, providing a broad coverage of flap
arrangements, reverser configurations, -and vectoring methods (Figures 2, 3,
and 4).
Tah'f 2. J85 Nonaxisyrnmetr ic Nozzle Cooling Study Concept Candidates.
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3.2 SELECTION CRITERIA
To provide a quantitative basis for. concept selection, criteria were
established which have an impact on nozzle static performance, nozzle mechani-
cal design, or aircraft survivabi li ty (Table 3). The forward thrust coeffi-
cient (Cfg) was determined by assuming that ma>: Cfg was obtained at the
subsonic cruise point (0.9 at 10,000 ft alt). Expansion losses were then
charged if the nozzle, was not fulJy variable and could not provide '.'he
required exit-to-throat area ratio (Ag/A.) for the average acceleration point
(1.2 M at 35,000 ft alt) and the supersonic cruise point (1.5 M at 20,000
ft). The CfK for these three points was averaged to give one representative
value for forward thrust Cfy. Maximum lift Cfg is an assessment of the lift
thrust vector magnitude, while the maximum vector angle is an assessment of
the resultant thrust direction as constrained by the nozzle's mechanical
and/or flowpath arrangements. All of these estimated performance characteris-
tics are based on the latest available model test results and are ranked with
values of one to five corresponding from highest through lowest performance,
respectively.
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Figure 1. Nonaxisymmetric Nozzle Categories.
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The relative weight was established using actual weight estim.-i.tes for
each design and using the fully variable 2D-C.D hinged flap exhaust system.
-945, Figure 2, as the baseline weight. While some concepts art' long and rela-
tively heavy, they tend to install better with lower boatrail angles ana,
therefore, have a lower drag. The drag impacting parameter (L/HB) was in-
cluded la the selection criteria to reflect this aspect of a nozzle's design
on installed performance. It is a ratio of exhaust system plus nominal
aircraft section length to projected boattail height, and is a indicator of
boattail drag area.
Asymmetric nozzles tend to produce an unbalanced load rind moment in rlie
exhaust system in comparison to the loading of symmetrical concepts. Conse-
quently, an aircraft with an asymmetric exhaust system requires trimming
during cruise by the aircraft which, in effect, produces additional dras-
The trim requirement was, therefore, included as a selection criterion.
The cooling requirements for the various exb isl systems which include
all parts aft of the. engine turbine exit, are an i n i t i a l approximation based
on wetted surface areas and generalized heat transfer data.
The next four items (reverser adaptability, actuation systems, control/
structural complexity, and leakage control) arc all mechanical design cri-
teria. They are of importance in this program since the final, products are
design layouts. These criteria were assigned qualitative rankings of one to
three based on past experience with nonaxisymmetric exhaust system designs.
Finally, the 1R signature was included to provide a measure of relative
survivabtlity levels between concepts. It is an overall, assessment of IR
signature taking into account unsuppressed signature shape, plume radiation,
and the concept's suppression potential. Concepts were ranked 1, 2, or 3,
depending on relative values of these criteria.
3.3 Ranking and Evaluation
Criteria rankings for 2D-CD, 2DA, and 2DW concepts are given In Tables 4
and 5 for all the study candidates. The rankings were totalled to provide an
overall ranking for each concept. If it is assumed that all criteria are of
equaJ. importance, the total ranking represents a concept's status for this
broad range of considerations. On this basis, the lowest totals (best con-
cept) appear for the 7D-CD (total rankings 21, 22) and the 2DA (total rank-
ings 20, 2.1). In comparison, the lowest 2DW total rankings are 26 and 27.
A large number of 2D-CD designs, although low in weight, cannot vector
the required 30°, as shown in Table 4 by the cross hatched sections. As a
result, the 2D-CD concepts have a broad distribution of total rankings over-
lapping the rankings for the 2DA and 2DW exhaust systems (Table 5). This is
shown more clearly by the bargraph in Figure 5. If the study concepts were
restricted to vector angles greater than 15°, this eliminates all but three
2D-CD (-945, -590, and SK J.n Table 4) and one 2DW (VIP) from farther con-
sideration. This is also reflected in Figure 5, where the 2D-CD surviving
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designs do r.ot overlap the 2DW design. The 2DA were '.inchanu.-c! b»'«.«'uiso tiit-y
ail vector to angles greater than 15°. Thus, i.-ven with tho vector .ing:;.:
restriction, the: 2D-CD and 2DA concepts continue to produce better rankings
tnan the 2DW.
For the final evaluative approach, criteria under consideration were
limited to exhaust system internal performance and weight, thus eliminating
any influence of the qualitative drag, mechanical design, and survivability
criteria. Cruise and vectored static ';hrust-to-we ight ratios were eliminated
for a J35 size exhaust system. The ratios were prepared for all surviving
concepts achieving more than a 15° maximum vector angle and are compared in
Figure 6. The uppermost values represent tho nest vectoring and the cor.cepts
to the far right represent the best cruise concepts. Eaci. concept is also
described by its characteristic design feature. The -590 hinge gimba 1 2D-CD
(Figure 2) concept has both the best vectoring and best forward thrust, attri-
butes of all surviving concepts. Two other 2D-CD comepts are also hinged
flap but at lower cruisa thrust/weight (I/:-.1) than the uimbal.. The 2DA r..lso lias
high vectoring potential equivalent t.o that of tho 2D-CD but at lower forward
thrust due to their relatively high weight. In comparison, wi-jh.one -i-xrcpt i on,
the 2DW has lower vector thrust potev.tial because tho flow on either ti>e top
or bottom is limited to a vector angle set by the wedge- surface angles and
because of high weight. Thus, the limited T/W criteria support the overall
criteria trends demonstrated in Tables i and 5 and in Figure 5. Trie lone
exception is the variable incidence- plug which utilizes subsonic turning
upstream of the throat. As a result, the VIP 2DW concept T/W shown in Figure
6 is grouped with the 2DA and approaches the hinged Flap 2!i-CD concepts,
On the basis of the Figure 6 results, the hinge gimbal 2D-CD was recom-
mended for further study as an aspect, ratio 4 and 8 exhaust system.
Considerable development of asymmetric nozzle cooling technology had
already >,een accomplished at General Electric at the inception of the present
program. Those efforts culminated in a full-scale demonstrator 2DA nozzle
(ADEN) that was successfully tested in 1976, Reference 10. Cooling tech-
nology for the 2DA nozzle, therefore, had been demonstrated and was available
for use in future designs. In contrast, 2DW cooling technology has not been
developed to the same degree and is complicated by the differing characteris-
tics cf two separate deflected flews for vectored wedge nozzles and stagna-
tion areas requiring special cooling treatment. For this reason it was
concluded that selection of the 2DW ns the second study .concept would best
satisfy the objectives of this program.
3. t* PRELIMINARY FLOWPATH DESIGN
As described above, the 2D-CD and 2DW exhaust systems were identified as
best satisfying study concept objectives. This section outlines how more
specific cruise, vectored, and reverse thrust internal flowpaths were devel-
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oped to provide a basis for evaluating cooling schemes. For the 21J-CD, t'ne
specification of gitnbal vectoring provides the guidelines necessary to estab-
lish flowpaths. However, the vectoring approach to be used for the 2DW was
only generally defined. Therefore, three different 2DW mechanical apprrj.:r.lies
were given consideration and one selected for further study. The resulting
2DW flowpaths and final study concept selection are also described in this
section.
The aspect ratio 4 (dry throat width-to-he ight ratio) ""D-CD Ilowpath was
designed as shown in the top half of Figure 7. .Nozzle internal and external
flaps are actuated symmetrically about the nozzle's hor i zc'ntal eenterplane
for both cruise and vectored modes to produce a simple schedule of Ay as a
function of Ag, Figure 8. Scheduling Ag as a function of Ag eliminates the
weight and complexity of the actuation system that would be required for Ag.
In accordance with this schedule, the subsonic cru.ise expansion ratio require-
ments are met exactly while the supersonic cruis« an-J acceleration expansion
ratios are slightly compromised. The gimhal section just upstream of the
nozzle provides a seal surface at all operating positions. To obtain this
seal a circular shaped subsonic convergnet section is necessary on the rota-
t'ng nozzle with a displaced angle equ.il. to the maximum vi-ctor angle. This •
displaced angle is governed by the difference between the transition duct
height and the f'.owpath height at the primary flap hinge point. Since both
dimensions are set by the nozzle aspect ratio and the engine's afterburner
and cycle requirements, the maximum possible vector angle is also fixed for
this exhaust system at 24°. Larger vector angles are possible if:
• a step can be tolerated between the primary flap hinge point and
gimbal with a.\\ associated performance penalty (dash flaps in Figure
7), or
• the afterburner duct is allowed to diverge producing an internal
diffusion loss and a steeper external boattai.l angle.
However, such compromises should be wjight agai.nst the importance of
achieving greater thrust angles. Aircraft .manufacturer inquiries to daft-
indicate that a practical maximum for in-flight vectoring is about 15°• On
this basis, the present 2D-CD design maximum vector angle of 24° adequately
covers a realistic range of interest.
The transition duct for this nozzle was tailored to hold a constant
area from the maximum available circular afterburner cross section to the
nozzle's rectangular girabal section. The transition duct will require
attachment at a point dovnstream of the J85-21 flameholder station to main-
tain the required afterburning length of 132 era from the flameholders to the
afterburuing nozzle throat. ...
The aspect ratio 8 exhaust sys-.tem is basically the sane as the aspect
ratio 4 except for the. relative size of components, as shown in the lower
schematic of Figure 7. While the nozzle section has a larger span, its
throat and exit height are smaller resulting in shorter flaps and actuation
stroke requirements. Its transition d'ict is longer to maintain low divergent
20
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corner and sidewall angles to keep the internal flow from separating during
transition. If the throat position 131' cm downstream of the flandholders is
maintained, the- aspect ratio 8 exhaust system is shorter than the aspect
ratio •'« because the divergent flaps are shorter. The present aspect ratio 8
floupath has a sir.al.ler maximum vector angle, 6 = 20°. Larger vector angle:;
can be obtained by increasing the size of the gimbal and nozzle convergent
sections. This would result in a longer transition pies nozzle section than
the one shown In Figure 7.
The test results summarized in Figure 9 and Reference 11 show char sutier-
sonlcally deflected jets (ALBEN, NASA wedge) produce a significant loss in
thrust coefficient. Conversely, subsonically or sonically turned Clows
(e.g., VIP wedgt:) have a lower performance loss. Therefore, three different
wedge nozzle flowpaths were designed to represent a realistic range of possi-
bilities with the ground rule that the flew wo:ild be vectored subsonically or
sonically and thereby maintain high internal performance. The designs, as
we11 as some of their important performance characteristics, are compared in
Figure 10.
Design 20617-2 is a ginhaled 2DW flowpath. In this approach, Ag control
is obtained by a pair of upper and lower uedge flaps. The fixed geometry
cowl has a low boattail angle for low drag installed cruise performance. For
vectoring, the entire nozzle rotates about: a gi.mbai section that is similar
to the 2D-CI) concept. The present 2DW design is limited tc a vector angle of
20" due to the compromise that must be made between the nozzle's circular
seal surface and maintenance of flowpath convergence to the nozzle's throat
,'it maximum reheat power. This type of 1'UW flowpath features a simple actua-
tion system with separately controllable Ag and vectoring functions. The
main disadvantage of this design is the introduction of relatively large top
and bottom external flap projected areas Into the external stream while
vectored. Thus, on an installed basis, it may yield higher drags in the
vectored mode, although this has not been confirmed.
In a second 2DW approach (20617-3 in Figure 10), relatively long cowl
flaps are converged or diverged to obtain .\$ control.. The flaps are also
actuated parallel with each other during vectored modes to produce subsonic
flow turning. F.xtern.-illy, the flaps provide a gentle bcattail to promote an
unseparated flow expansion and maximize superc irculatioi.. The rotating fixed
geometry wedge completes the jet flow turning in the desired direction. This
concept requires a more complex control system for its dovble functioning
area control and vectoring flaps. In addition, Ag would need different
schedules for cruise and vectoring. Its main advantage is a gradual flow
turning outer surface contour while vectored.
The third 2DW flowpath, 206.1.7-4, uses short cowl flaps for Ag control
during cruise and for aiding flow turning while vectored. Vectoring is
primarily controlled by ths rotating wedge. Its center of rotation is loca-
ted downstreau of the nozzle's exit to direct most of the exhaust stream into
a position for positive (as opposed to Coanda) vectoring. Ag is controlled
by a pair of wedge flaps similar to the gimbal 2DW, 20617-2. This concept
23
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has cruise performance benefits due to its iindependent AS and Ag controls.
In addition, it produce the least projected drag area while vectored, thus
maximizing superciiculation benefits. Its principle disadvantage is ::s
relatively complex actuation system.
As shown by the table on Figure 10, the performance for all concepts is
approximately equivalent (i.e., within one percent). Consequently, it is
only in the controls, structural, and weight areas in which any selective
judgment can be made.
The 20617-4 exhaust system has both cowl and wedge rotating flap:;. 1,1
addition, the entire w.jdge and its flap system rotate to provide thrust we-
toritig. The cowl flap.-> must also have a capability for both ctNverye.it
motion during cruise moiies and move parallel with each other during vectored
modes. This convergent and parallel motion double function of the cowl flaps
for cruise and vectored modes is considered very complicated and entails high
development risk. In jomparison the -2's concept control system and struc-
ture is simpler. This is because it requires only tw.j independent control
systems (one for Ay control and the other for vectoring). Furthermore, it
has a fixed outer structure that is less difficult to seal, than the -'3 and -A
concepts with rotating cowl flaps. The -3 concept control system 'and struc-
ture ranking falls be :ween the -2 and -4 concepts because its outer flaps arf:
still double functioning, but the fixed geometry rotating wedge is less
complicated. These variations in control and structural req.iire.iiu-mts leod to
the weight rankings shown in Figure 10.
Attention was also given to the drag aspects of the 2DW concepts. Tn
general, the drag during cruise modes is approximately equivalent for the
three 2DW concepts. However, chere is considerable difference in external
projected flap area when vectored. Whether this is necessarily had aero-
dynamic-ally depends on how much lift is generated and how much must he paid in
drag for this lift. For example, while the upper and lower .-owl fl.-ips appear
long for the -2 concept, the angles are shallow and the external stream is
turned with little or no flow separation. Conversely, the -4 has shorter
flaps with higher external flap angles tending to promote external (and
probably internal) flow separation. The best vectored performance, there-
fore, depends on which of these situations produces the greatest lift force
for the least external drag and internal performance penalty. However, there
are no data available to make a good quantitative evaluation of vectored
thrust minus drag for the flowpath geometries of the 2DW concepts at the
present time.
Accordingly, the only significant differences between concepts remain in
the controls, structural, and weight criteria, ail of which indicate the gim-
baled -2 concept as having the most desirable attributes. As a result, the
-2 exhaust system was selected as the. 2DW study concept.
To complete the exhaust system flowpaths, thrust reversing schemes were
provided for the selected 2D-CD and 2PW concepts as shown in Figure 11. The
2D-CD reverser deployment is initiated by opening a pair of doors at the gim-
bal section, thus exposing the reverser's exit port. The gimbal sections
26
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T/'R Blocker
Center of Rotation
for Vectoring
2DW
Figure 11. Selected Study Concepts.
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counterrotate Inuards to deflect the flow while maintaining a seal agai.--.st
the nozzle's convergent section. Small sidewalls are supported by the down-
stream reverser door to prevent side spillage and maintain good reverser
efficiency.
The 2DW reverser UL'es a portion of the cowl as a combination blocker and
flow deflector. The reversing is accomplished with a flap that is translated
and rotated to maintain the proper exchange between crui.se throat and rever-
ser throat vhi.lt: holding total throat area constant, thus having no effect on
the engine operation. The full deployment also has the added support from
the fixed cowl structure when the fJow is fully blocked and turned and the
reverser flan is highly loaded. Although the kinematics, ntruetura1, and
seal aspects may require flowpath changes, the proposed approach of using
part of the fixed 2DW cowl as a deflector appears feasible.
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4.0 COOLING TRADii STUDY AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN RECOMMENDATION
4.1 STUDY OBJECTIVE
Vh.is phase of the program evaluated cooling systems for the three
selected exhaust system concepts:
• 2D-CD 4AR with gimbaled vectoring and thrust reverser
• 2D-CD BAR with gimbaled vectoring and thrust reverser
• 2DW 4AR with gimbaled vectoring and thrust reverser
The objective of this crade study was to identify various cooling
methods and to determine their effects on cooling efficiency, performance,
mechanical simplicity, and costs. Based on these considorations, a cooling
scheme was identified for each concept nnd recommended for further conceptual
design and analysis.
4.2 STUDY CRITERIA
In order to ensure consistency in the analytical results which would be
used for subsequent ranking and selection, design criteria were established
similar to that applied successfully on the augmented deflector exhaust nozzle
(ADEN) full-scale demonstrator design, Reference 10. Although the ADEN was
designed as a flightweight 2-D exhaust system with primary emphasis on
structural efficiency for low weight, future designs should also take into
account survivability considerations. Reduced dry cruise metal te&peratures
increase survivability by means of IR suppression. ADEN design metal tempera-
tures were established for structural requirements during afterburner opera-
tion. While the dry operation metal temperatures were naturally below these
limits, they were higher than desirable for IR suppression. Extra cooling
flow muse be introduced over and above that needed for structural considera-
tions to enhance IR suppression. Therefore, in determining the design
criteria for this task, two design goals were set: first, to come within
structural limitations for afterburner conditions; and second, to achieve
cooler metal temperatures for IR suppression during dry operation.
Table 6 lists the design metal temperatures used in thi-3 trade study.
The cooled components in Table 6 are defined as follows:
• Liner - afterburner section from flameholder plane to start
of convergent section.
• Convergent Flap - convergent section to nozzle throat.
• Divergent Flap - divergent section from nozzle throat to
end of nozzle.
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Table 6. Cooling Scheme Trade Study Design Temperatures (T;.)
Component
Liners
Convergent Flaps
Divergent Flaps
Sidewalls
Shrouds
Wedge Nose
Max A/B - Structural Life*
1061 K (1450° F)
1.061 K (1450° K)
1061 K (1.450° F)
1033 K (1400° F)
1033 K (1.400° F)
1200 K (1700° F)
Dry F.R Coal
356 K (540° F)
556 K (54C' F)
556 " (540" F)
*Similar to ADEN Flight Design Criteria
• Sidewall - side surface from end of liner to end of nozzle.
• Shroud (applies to 2DW design only) - outermost convergent and
divergent section surrounding wedge flaps.
» Wedge Nose (applies to 2DW design only) - stagnation region of
wedge centerbody.
The first column of design temperatures in Table 6 was used in deter-
mining the cooling flows for each cooling scheme of the three nozzlt
concepts (70-CD 4AR, 2D-CD 8AR, and 2DW) under maximum afterburner gas stream
conditions. The IR goals In the second column were set only for primarily
line of sight visible nozzle components such as the sidewalls, divergent
flap, or wedge. The liners and convergent flaps due to geometry and low
residual temperatures were not considered sensitive.
For calculating the cooling flows in this study, an externally supplied
cooling flow was assumed simulating fan flow conditions for advanced
tu^bofan engines. The cooling air temperatures used are shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Trade Study Heat Transfer Design Criteria.
Assumed 450 K (250° F) fan air available for all liners.
Assumed 478 K (400° F) fan air available to *11 nozzle
components.
Screech flow not included for trade study.
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The 28 K (50° F) temperature: difference between the liners and nozzle-
components accounts for heat pick up similar to that experienced during the
ADEN testing. All hot gas stream cycle parameters wrre based on the J85-21
study engine.
4.3 COOLING METHODS
Various cooling methods were identified which would provide a good com-
parison for this cooling trade study phase. These methods are shown schemati-
cally in Figure 12. Current experience in turbine and exhaust system cooling
technology was utilized in the cooling method identification. As seen in
Figure 12, these methods represent a wide range of cooling efficiencies indi-
cated by the relative cooling flow parameters at the specified gross effec-
tiveness (HG = 0.6).
Although all possible cooling techniques were not included in the trade
study, the ones shown on Figure 12 were considered to generally encompass
the range of cooling efficiencies obtainable with other methods.
4.4 COOLING ESTIMATIONS
In order to determine cooling efficiencies (flows) for the different
cooling schemes in the trade study, correlations of in-house turbine and
exhaust nozzle cooling data were used for these preliminary predictions in
Figure 13. The six methods indicated correspond to the methods identified
in Figure 12. It should also be noted that the relative cooling flows in
Figure 12 were obtained from the curve in Figure 13 at. a constant gross ef-
fectiveness (•',£) value of 0.6 by ratioing the cooling flow parameter
(WcCp/hQAf;)of each method to the cooling flow parameter value of film-
impingement cooling. This preliminary method of predicting cooling flow is
used in the early phase of exhaust system design for establishing initial
cooling estimates and-cooling flow allocations for cycle analysis. It-was
used successfully in the early ADEN design phase with subsequent substanti-
ation by more detailed analysis and test in. Reference 10.
The following summarizes the cooling flow estimation procedure used
for each cooling scheme:
• Afterburner liner and exhaust nozzle surface areas to be cooled
were determined for the major flowpath parts.
• Gross effectiveness (n^ ) for each nczzle part was determined using
the design criteria for metal temperatures (Tm) and coolant tem-
peratures (Tc) while the hot gas stream temperature (Tg) assumed a
sinusoidal temperature rise from the plane of the flameholder to
the nozzle throat (Ag). For this Task II study, the J85-21 maximum
afterburner sea level static cycle condition was used for the
structural design point.
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Average gas sid<> heat transfer co-.-f I" ici ent (.hens) •'in^  cooling air
specific heat (Cp
cycle condit'ons.
 Coolant) were determined consistent with the
Depending on which cooling method was used to cool a certain
nozzle part, the corresponding curve of Figure 13 was used to
find the required cooling t low (Wcooi
• This procedure was used for each nozzle ;iart and the sinmr.at ion of
these cooling flows equaled the required total, cooling flow for
each cooling scheme. The total Mow was ratioed to the :..axi mum
afterburner sea iev<;l sL.-itic enpiae cycle flow to determine percent
Wg for the structural design. cond it ion .
• The cooling parameter (WcCp/h(;Ac) remains iio-acly constant between
afterburner sea level static to dry takeoff conditions . Therefore,
to determine cooling flows for meeting IK requirements, t'nc coolinc
parameter determined in the. procedure above for structural integrity
was assumed the same for the dry com! it ion. Bv using Figure 1 'i in
reverse, a dry metal temperature Tm was determined ba^od on the dry
gas temperature Tj, and the design criteria coolant temperature Tc.
The metal temperature wa.s higher than allowed for the 1R goals but
represents the metal temperature at dry power that could be expec-
ted for coolant flows determined at maximum afterburner. For IK
goals, the lover design metal temperature was used to calculate a
new and higher required gro^s effectiveness if-. From this point on
the curve, the corresponding higher cooling parameter was ratioed
to that satisfying structural design requirements to determine the
extra cooling flow required for IR design.
4.5 COOLING SCHEMES
The cooling schemes are summarized in Table 8. As shown in this matrix,
four coding schemes were studied for each of the three nozzle concepts.
The subsequent ranking and selection objective was to recommend one scheme
for each concept. Figures 14 through 25 schematically show the 12 cooling
schemes with estimated total cooling flows (IR total cooling flows are shown
in parenthesis). The r.wo cooling schemes showr. in Figures 18 and 22 used
cooling methods that were unable to cool the metai. to tho IR goal tempera-
tures. These are, therefore, labeled Impractical for IR. In addition,
screech section cooling is not included in these formulations because changing
nozzle cooling schemes would not affect screech requirements.
4.6 RANKING
The cooling system ranking objective was to determine the cooling scheme
for each preliminary flowpath concept which would be recommended for further
detailed cooling analysis and preparation of a final conceptual design layout.
Effects of cooling efficiency, performance, weight, mechanical simplicity,
and costs were included in the ranking criteria. All of these parameters
must be considered to define the best cooling approach.
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The ranking rationale is out.Iined in Figure 26. Cooling efficiency
(flow), performance loss, and weight were determined for each cooling scheme.
The cooling flow vas estimated as outlined previously in Section 4.4. Per-
formance losses (--C[.-Q^ ) were established by forming a difference in, coolant
flow thrust coefficient between the coolant thrust coefficient, Cp^r,
assuming all the coolant was completely mixed with the main gas stream without
losses, and the coolant thrust coefficient for the coolant entering the main
gas stream with pressure and temperature loss. This coolant thrust coeffici-
ent loss estimating procedure is outlined in Figure 27. Performance incre-
ments were then expressed as changes in propulsion system weight using the
expression in Table 9.
Table 9. Determination of Aircraft-iTOGW.
• Determine cooling i-CFG for pressure and temperature varintions
• Determine -CFG effect on J83 engine weight by:
- [(1 •> LCFG)1'2 - 11
Determine cooling scheme added weight for film impingement
over film by:
2 ?14. 65 kg/m (3 lb/ft") for nonlined components (flap, shroud)
"~) 'y4.88 kg/m" (1 lb/ff) for normally lined components (sidewalls)
Above = iW based 0:1 ADEN experience
d
Determine isTOGW = 3.0 (aW + i.W )
C- r O C
Deterr.-ine i'.TOGW for both max A/B design point and IR design point
The performance weight increment, AW^pQ, was combined with the cooling scheme
relative weight, AW^, to fora the total cooling system weight effect (£W) on
propulsion system weight. Finally, the cooling scheme's impact on aircraft
TOGW was established by applying a sensitivity of ATOGW/AW = 3.0, derived
from previous studies as the approximate aircraft weight penalty for each
pound of engine weight.
In all concepts, the augmentor duct was cooled using the "typical liner"
cooling technique shown in Figure 12. Only film impingement cou.V produce a
lower cooling requirement (relative cooling flow = 1.0 vs 1.4). However, the
added complexity and cost of employing this approach for augmentor cooling
makes it impractical. Accordingly, film cooling was adopted for cooling the
augmentor in all concepts and any differences between Schemes 1 through 4 are
found only in the nozzle sections. Furthermore, as shown in Figures 14 through
25, these differences are due only to an interchange between the film impinge-
ment and film cooling in the various nozzle parts. The ranking problem,
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Figure 27. Estimated Cooling Derate.
therefore, reduces to a determination of weight increments for various amounts
of f Lira-imp ingement cooling. Kvaluation of the performance impact was out-
lined in the preceding paragraph. Cooling system weights were established by
using ADEN data (Reference 10 and Figure. 28).
The ADEN design used film-impingement cooling for the flat sidewalls at
a weight cf 14.6_c> kg/m- (3 lb/ft-). This value was used to estimate weight
increments for f i 1m- imp ingement cooling i:n all nozzle surface arc-as (flaps,
etc.) except the sidewalls. It was also determined that if f i l.ir.- i rnpfn genie nt
cooling was not used on the sidewaLls, some other wear and heat resistant
material foul.d have been -ipplied tt.. the s.'dewall. structure to shield tne
structure and ensure a flat ware resistant surface for side seals to rub
against. Tim weight of this surface was 9.76 kg/m2 (2 lb/ft2) normally film
cooled. The penalty for applvinu film-impingement cooling on sidewalls is
the difference of total film impingement minus heat shields or i.88 kg/'m2
(1 lb/ft2). The results of the weight study are summarized in Table 10.
The bargraph on Figure 29 shows the runiM ned analytical results in terms
of i.TOGW for the four cooling schemes of each concept. The lower unshaded
bars represent the aircraft installed .Yl'OGW for ihe exhaust system cooling
required for structural integrity design only. The upper shaded area of the
bar represents the aircraft installed .-TOGW for the exhaust system cooling
required for IF; requirements. The dots on selected bars indicate the lowest
ATUGW (best cooling scheme) for the two requirements of each concept.
The ranking matrix shown in 'iab.le 1.1 vas prepared for tho structural
design criteria to take into account relative valnf"! of rwn parameters; i.e.,
iTOGW and "simplicity and cosr." Relative values f"r /'TOGW were assigned
frorri one to four with the lowest being given one. If the ATOGW's of two
schemes were very close to being equal they were given the same value. Values
for "simplicity and cost" were similarly assigned with one denoting the low-
est cost and least complex. The two values were summed and compared to
determine the scheme with the lowest total. This represented the best
cooiing scheme for the concept when designing for structural integrity. For
IR design goals, the best scheme was determined by iTOGW considerations only
since cost and simplicity carried highest rankings and showed no variation
in this instance. As the bar chart on Figure 29 shows, the lowest relative
iTOGW meeting TR design goaJs is Scht-:^e 'i for all concepts. This approach
makes maximum use of high efficiency film-impingement cooling on components
contributiiig the most to IR signature.
4 . 7 COOLING SCHEME RECOMMENDATION'S
The results in the ranking matrix, Table 11, were used to develop recom-
mended cooling schemes to be used in Task III - Conceptual Design and Cooling
Analysis. ,Two sets of recommendations were made. The first is based on
designing fur structural integrity as shown in Table 12.
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Table 11. Structural Design - Task 2 - Ranking.
Cooling Scheme
2D-CD 4AR - 1
_ 2
- 3
- 4
1
2D-CO 8AR - 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
2DW 4AR - 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
ATOGW
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
3
1
2
3
4
Simplicity and Cost
1
4
2
3
1
3
2
4
1
•>
4
3
Total
2
7
3
5
3
• 4
j
7
2
4
7
7
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Table 12. Recommended Schemes Disregarding 1R Suppression.
Schemes applying all film cooling provide the lowest combination
of ATOGW, cost, and simplicity.
2D-CD 4AR Scheme 1.
2D-C1) 8AR Scheme 1 or Scheme 3.
2DW 4 AR Scheme 1.
The second set is for exhaust systems that have advanced 1R objectives
(Table 13) .
Table 13. Recommended Schemes for Final Design in Tnsk 3.
-R objectives dictate efficient cooling methods.
Cost and simplicity factors outweighed by IK (unless two schemes
otherwise closely rankad).
Resulting recommendation based on IR aTOGW only:
- 2D-CD 4AR Scheme 4
- 2D-CO 8AR Scheme 4
- 2DW 4AR Scheme 4
These results are summarized as follows:
• For structural design considerations including cost and simplicity,
the basic film cooled designs (Scheme 1) came out best. Even dis-
regarding cost and simplicity, these basic fill- cooling schemes
had the lowest ATOGW for the 2D-CD 4AR and 2DW 4AR (Table 11). The
2D-CD 8AR film cooled Scheme 3 was so close to the same ATOG'J as
Scheme 2 that it should be considered equal (1.36 kg or 3.0 Ibs).
• For IR considerations, the best cooling scheme for all three concepts
was the one that used film-impingement cooling on the highly visible
nozzle parts orly. This was Scheme 4 for each concept. Using film-
impingement cooling for all nozzle parts (e.g., 2D-CD 4AR Scheme 2)
produced higher ATOGW rankings.
Of the recommended schemes, the following were approved by NASA for con-
tinued analysis and conceptual design in Task III.
• 2D-CD 4AR Cooling Scheme 1 (Figure 14)
• 2D-CD 8AR Cooling Scheme 3 (Figure 20)
• 2DW 4AR Cooling Scheme 4 (Figure 25)
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5.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN A1ID COOLING ANALYSIS
5.1 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this phase of the program (Task. Ill) was to prepare
preliminary conceptual layout drawings and perfcrm wore detailed cooling
analysis for the three designs approved In Task 11 - Trade Study.
5.2 DESIGN APPROACH AND TECHNICAL REDIRECTION
Each preliminary conceptual layout was based on the flowpaths generated
in Section 3.4 "Preliminary Flowpath Design." The criteria and assumptions
previously discussed in Section 4.2 "Study Criteria" were used in this more
detailed phase for the 2D-CD 4AR exhaust nozzle. The design would be based
on structural integrity design temperatures disregarding IP goals. However,
prior to initiating work for the remaining two exhaust nozzles, a technical
redirection suspended further effort on the 2DW concept. Besides cooling
the 2D-CD 4AR nozzle with an assumed fan air source, it was required to es-
tablish designs for cooling the 2D-CD 8AR and another 2D-CD 4AR exhaust
system utilizing on.ly air available from the J85-2.1 engine. Due to the high
temperature of the turbine discharge air, the following approach was used for
these last two configurations.
• The amount; of turbine discharge air bleed behind the liner for
cooling would be limited to that presently used in the J85-21 con-
ventional round nozzle to eliminate screech section development
problems.
• Due to tha increased wetted area of 2-D nozzles, it was apparent
more cooling air would be needed. This additional cooling air
would be compressor bleed air up to a maximum of 3% of engine inlet
flow (V/2) which is within customer bleed limits for the J85-21
engine.
• Higher design metal temperatures would be set for these last two
designs as compared to the original 2D-CD 4AR cooled with typical
turbofan air.
Within these ground rules, conceptual layouts were designed for three
2D-CD exhaust systems shown in Figures 30, 31, and 32.
5.3 DISCUSSION 07 2D-CD AAR (FAN AIR COOLED)
5.3.1 Overall Description
One of the fi.nal products for this study program is presented in Figure
30. As shown in this preJi-ninary conceptual layout, the 2D-CD AAR exhaust
57
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system is designed to be cooled with turbofan air. Tlie mechanical features
of this design provide Che potential for meeripg the ruture needs of. highlv
maneuverable aircraft. Convergent and divergent flaus are interconnected
and scheduled to provide the required area and expansion ratios at key mis-
sion cycle points. The flaps are driven by a pair (one on each side) of hy-
draulic motors and interconnecting linkage.
The entire aft casing which houses the flaps is mounted on a pair of
bearings to allow ±0.349 radians (±20°) of vectoring. The vectoring is accomp-
lished by a pair of hydraulic actuators connected to a crank mechanism. This
&imbaled vectoring motion turns the flow subsotiically, maintaining high per-
formance. This 2D-CD exhaust system also features a thrust reverser located
just downstream of the transition liner and i:pstream of the nozzle throat.
The reverser is composed of two re"erser blocke.rs which are bearings mounted
inside the fixed casing. The blockers are driven by a pair of hydraulic
actuators and interconnecting linkage and crack mechanisms.
The transition duct and fixed casing comprise the main structural com-
ponents which house the transition liner (transitions flowpath from round
to rectangular) and reverser blockers. Other main components (i.e., aft
vectoring casing, vectoring actuators, reversor actuators, etc.) attach to
this transition duct and fixed casing. All major loadim; ^including maneuver
and thrust vectoring loads) are transmitted through this main structure to
the engine mounting system.
5.3.2 Materials
The materials used in the fan air cooled 2D-CD 4AR nozzle are similar .
to those used in the ADEN demonstrator due to the similarity in design
metal temperatures. All hot gas flowpath parts dcwnstream of, and including,
the transition liner ;ire made of Rene 41. The engine interfacing round duct
and screech liner are reworked existing J85-21 components. The short round
duct and liner sections directly upstream of the transition are made of
Inconel 625 and Hastelloy X, respectively. The round duct and liner, due
to their geometric advantage over transition and rectangular sections, can
effectively utilize the lower strength and less costl.y Inconel 625 or Hastel-
loy X instead of the very high strength Rene 41. . •
The two major structural casings (transition and vectoring casings)
are made of Inconel 718 which has very high strength at a somewhat lower tem-
perature capability as compared to Rene 41.
All low temperature exterior fairings (outer boattail flap, etc.) would
use 321 Stainless Steel which is a very cost effective material.
Table 14 summarizes the .hot flowpath materials and design temperatures.
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Table 14. Flowpath Material Summary.
Component
Round Line
Transition
r
L i ne r
Blocker Liner
Convergent
Divergent
Sidewalls
Flap
Flap
Material
Haste Hoy X
Rene Al
Rene Al
Rene Al
Ren£ Al
Rene Al
Desl
1.061
1061
1061
1061
106.1
1033
BIT
K
K
K
K
K
K
Tempo
(1450
(1.450
(1.450
(1.450
(1450
(1400
rature
" n
° F)
o
 F)
0
 F)
0 pj
0
 F)
5.3.3 Cooling Scheme
The cooling scheme for this fan air cooled 2D-CD AAR exhaust system was
based on the assumptions and results similar to those outlined in Section A.O.
With reference to Figure 30, the cooling analysis analytical results are shown
on the layout drawing in Tables 1 and 2. This cooling system assumed that an
external cooling source was available and capable of supplying air at tempera-
ture and pressure conditions similar to recent advanced curbofan engines.
For analysis of this design, the turbine discharge air foj. the J85-21
engine that is normally carried behind the liner for coding would be dumped
cvcrboatu aft ot the screech section in order to keep the present screech
lii:er conditions intact. The externally supplied cooling air is introduced
into the liner as shown. A ring and sea.l separates the simulated fan air
from the turbine discharge air. "Hie liner cooling is accomplished by Film
Slots 1, 2, and 3 and backside convection. The rectangular section (convergent-
divergent flaps and sidewalls) is cooled by Film Slots A and 5. The design
point (maximum metal temperature) condition for this design is sea level
static Maximum A/3. The results of other off-design points arc also shovn on
the drawing tables (Figure 30).
Table 15 summarizes these results.
Table 15. 2D-CD AAR (Fan Air Cooled) Cooling Flow Summary.
Cycle Case PT /PT wc =
Maximum A/B SLS (Design Point) 1.039
(Dry M = 0.9 at 30A8 m (10,000 ft) 1.15
(A/B M = 1.5 at 6096 m (20,000 ft) 1.1A
(A/B) M = 0.8 at 10668 m (35,000 it) 1.028
(A/B) M = 1.6 at 10668 m (3A,000 ft) 1.12
1A.5
21.2
19.8
1A.A
18.2
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PT /PT = Coolant total pressure at inlet to liner/nozzle throat total pressure
indicates overall coolant pressure ratio.
W = Coolant flow as a percent of total engine flow at nozzle throat,
c
5. 4 DISCUSSION OF 2D-CD 4AR (TURBINE DISCHARGE AND COMPRESSOR BLEED COOLED)
5.4.1 Overall Description
The preliminary conceptual design layout for this exhaust system is
shown on Figure 31 (CE Drawing 4013057-884). Tht mechanical features of
this exhaust system, including thrust rovtrscr and girbaled vectoring,
are the same as previously disclosed in Section 5.3.1. The main difference
is in the m.-Lerial used and the cooling scheme arrangement as discussed in
the following sections.
5.4.2 Materials
The materials used for the majority of components in this design have
high temperature capability greater than 1200 K (1700° F) . It was necessary
in this design to raise the metal temperatures from those of the fan air
cooled 2D-CD 4AR exhaust system due to the high temperature, 1002 K (1345° F) ,
of the turbine discharge coo.ling air. All hot flowpath surfaces including
liners, flaps, and sidewalls are made of US 1.88 as indicated on the layout
drawing. All structural casings including fixed transition casing, blocker,
and aft vectoring casing are made of Rene 41 which has high strength at the
temperatures needed to carry the turbine discharge tooling air.
5.4.3 Cooling Scheme
The cooling scheme for the 2D-CD 4AR exhaust nozzle cooled with turbine
discharge air and compressor bleed air is similar to that of the fan air
cooled design except that more afterburner liner and nozzle slots were used
in Figure 31. The liner is a multislot arrangement with fiiT. slots being
spaced every "• cm (2.0 inches). The liner is cooled with turbine discharge
air bled behind the liner and past the screech section as in the conventional
J85-21 exhaust system.
The turbine discharge air is capable of cooling all hardware from the
flameholder downstream to the aft end of the convergent flap, which is the
nozzle throat station (Ag). The divergent flap was cooled with compressor
bleed air with two film slots (i.a., one of the nozzle throat and one near
the middle of the divergent flap). The sidewalls aft of the convergent flaps
utilize a slot at the throat for film cooling.
Compressor bleed air used for cooling the aft end of the nozzle must be
routed from the bleed ports back to the aft vectoring casing. The routing
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involved is not included on the conceptual layo-a drawing. Once inside the
aft vectoring casing, the air is routed by baffles behind the convergent and
divergent flaps to the individual film slots.
For the cooling analysis, J85-21 engine turbine discharge and compressor
bleed coolant conditions were used. The principal results are tabulated as
follows in Table 16, and in more detail in Figure 31.
Table 16. 2D-CD 4AR (Turbine Discharge and Compressor Bleed Cooled}
Cooling Flow Summary.
Cycle Case
(A/B) M=1.0 at SL
Maximum A/B SLS
Dry M=0.9 at 3048 m (10,000 ft)
A/B M=1.5 at. 6096 m (20,000 ft)
A/B M=0.8 at 10668 m (35,000 ft)
A/B M=1.6 at 10668 m (35,000 ft)
Turbine Discharge
PVPsc
1.379
1.380
1.15
1.37
1.356
1.388
W . = 'I Wg
14.88
1.4 . 86
11.60
15.00
14.93
1.4.82
Compressor Bloed
PS3/PSG
6. 1
6.1
5.8
0.0
' 5.8
6.2
W . = % W2
2.18
2.26
2.24
2.16
2.41
2.21
PT /?cp = Coolant total pressure at liner inlet/gas stream static pres-
sure at liner exit.
We = % W8 = Turbine discharge coolant flow as a percent of total engine
flow at nozzle throat.
PS./P_r = Compressor bleed static pressure/gas stream static pressure
3 S
 at throat.
We = % W2 = Compressor bleed coolant flow as a percent of total engine
inlet flow.
5.5 DISCUSSION OF 2D-CD 8AR (TURBINE DISCHARGE AND COMPRESSOR BLEEP COOLED)
5.5.1 Overall Description
The preliminary conceptual design layout (GE Drawing 4013057-883) for
this exhaust system is shown in Figure 32. The mechanical features of this
design are the same as the two previously discussed designs (Section 5.3.1).
The external configuration appearance of this design is different due to the
wider aspect ratio - 8AR vs 4AR for the other designs. This wider configura-
tion produces a slightly shorter overall exhaust systera length due to the
reduced length nozzle flaps. The relative side view height is also reduced.
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All nozzles have the J.ame burning length (plane of fLandholder to nozzle
throat) and nozzle thjloat areas. This nozzle throat width is larger to
produce the required -Area with a reduced height and resulted in a larger
transition section weijted area for cooling.
5.5.2 Materials
The materials utilized for this concept are the same as those previously
discussed for the 4AK uui.bine discharge and compressor bleed cooled exhaust
system. All hot flowp;'|th materials are HS188 as required by the high metal
temperatures.
5.5.3 Cooling Scheme
The cooling scheme ifor this 2D-CD 8AR exhaust nozzle is similar to the
2D-CD 4AR design discus.-pd in Section 5.4.3. The 2D-CD 8AR design shown in
Figure 32 uses a multislint liner cooling arrangement. Turbine discharge
cooling air is capable oV cooling only the surface area from the flameholder
to the liner exit. Everything downstream of the liner exit was cooled
with compressor bleed ai:
gives a comparison of the
Liner slots for this
The '"irade Study Analytical Summary" in Table 10
wetted areas foi the 4AR and SAR flowpaths.
design are spaced every 5 era (2.0 inches). Closer
spacing between slots :nay,improve cooling efficiency but optimization was con-
sidered beyond the scope .«f this preliminary study. This should be considered
in a future demonstrator Development program taking into recount cooling effi-
ciency, structural efficitjncy, complexity, and program cost effectiveness. The
liner design temperatures ;were met using an amount of turbine discharge air
consistent with the present J85-21 conventional exhausc system as shown'in the
tables of Figure 32.
Compressor bleed air was used to cool all hardware downstream of the
liner exit. This is accomplished using two slots, one at the liner exit
formed by the gap between the reverser hlocker and the circular converging
section of the vectoring casing and the other at the nozzle throat using
bleed air fed down rhe backside of the convergent flap.
For the cooling analysis, the assumed design point was considered M = 1.0
at sea level based on the existing J85-21 design point. This design con-
dition differs from the fan source design because the combination of turbojet
supplied coolant pressures and temperatures produces maximum metal tempera-
tures at M = 1.0 at sea level. For this design, analytical iterations
resulted in using 3% compressor bleed with the maximum divergent flap tem-
perature about 1211 K (1720° F). After arriving at the cooling flows and
cooling distributions, tho off-design case temperatures were determined. The
results indicated that a higher maximum metal temperature of 122? K (1750° F)
was required at M = 1.5 at 6096 m (20,000 ft). In addition, the cooling
flows at the off-design points very slightly exceeded the previously set 3%
limit.
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The material used for this divergent flup was HS188 which is capable of
operating at 1227 K (1750° F). The effects of slightly exceeding the pre-
viously set design temperatures or blerd flow was not assessed.
Thfc cooling results are summarized in Table 17.
Table 17. 2D-CD 8AR (Turbine Discharge and Compressor Bl.eed Cooled)
Cooling Flow Summary.
Cycle Case
(A/B) M = 1.0 at SL
Maximum A/B at SLS
(Dry) M=0.9 at 3048 m (10,000 ft)
(A/B) M=1.5 at 6096 m (20,000 ft)
(A/B) M=0.8 at 10668 m (35,000 ft)
(A/B) M=1.6 at 10668 m (35,000 ft)
Turbine Discharge
PT /Pc sr,
1.379
1 . 380
1.15
1.37
1.356
1.383
Wc = ''> W8
14.88
1.A.91
11.49
1.5.02
1.5. 15
14.75
Compresfjor Bleed
PS3/PSC
6.1.
6.1
5.8
6.0
5.8
6.2
Wc = % W'2
3.00
3.1.5
3. OB
2.98
3.29
3.03
PT /P
c SG = Coolant total pressure at liner Lniet/gas stream static pressure at
liner exit.
Wc = % Wg = Turbine discharge coolant flow as a percent of total engine flow
at nozzle throat.
PS../PC,,, = Compressor static bleed pressure/gas stream static pressure at throat.
-J oo
We = 7, W"2 = Compressor bleed coolant flow as a percent of total engine inlet
flow.
5.6 TECHNOLOGY RISKS
During the development of the thret- preliminary conceptual layouts, tech-
nology areas wire identified which require further investigation, evaluation,
and/or special design approaches. These areas were identified as risks due to
their need for special design attention or for the lack of a solid technologi-
cal data base. These areas are sunmarize.d as follows.
5.6.1 Sealing
The conceptual designs utilize seals for both hot gas leakage control
and coolant flow distribution control. Special design attention must I e
applied to sealing especially in the nozzle concepts studied in this program
which have reverser blockers and .gimbaled vectoring that require seals between
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moving parts. The preliminary nature of this program did not address the
actual design details. Inadequate sealing would result in decreased engine
thrust caused by leakage of heated, high pressure air. .
:
-•5.2 2-D Structural Efficiency I.
!ie>:tangular exhaust system structures are inherently less efficient than
conventional round nozzles. The 2-D nozzles generally require a structural
framev.jrk and interconnecting fiat panels. Potential problem areas suVii as
large inflections due to pressure, thermal gradients, and severe vibrations
of the flat panels and structural frames require design approaches thali are
not usv'.ally associated with conventional round nozzles. Advanced exhaust
systems also impose severe casing loads, momenta, etc., due to combined',
maneuver and thrust vectoring effects. The preliminary conceptual designs
of this program must address this technology when a detailed hardware di',-
sign program is initiated. '
5.6.3 Cooling
Advance.! 2-D exhaust syste;is demand effective cooling flow distribu :ion
and control to ensure a successful flightweight high performance design.'.
This critical cooling also includes the analytical methodology required in
the detailed design. Previous experience in turbine cooling and exhaust sys-
tem cooling has provided methods of analyses applicable to the 2-D exhaust
system cooling design. This methodology was applied to the successful aug-
mented deflector exhaust nozzle (ADEN) full-scale flightweight demonstrator
design. During the ADEN tests, unanticipated hot streakd existed on the
upper and lower flaps associated with secondary flow fields which produced
a hot gas split plume exiting the nozzle. This indicates the need for a
solid technological data base explicitly for 2-D exhaust system cooling.
.This base should include three-dimensional, and secondary flow effects, heat
transfer characteristics and mechanisms, effects of shocks, flow turning,
and performance plus the applicational methodology for ths future 2-D ex-
haust system designs.
5.6.4 Aeroelastic Instability
Most new nozzles encounter operating regimes where primary flow insta-
bility is capable of coupling with natural nozzle elasticity to yield a
destructive cyclic mode. These areas have been identified in C-D nozzles for
the J79, J93, GE4, and Fl.0.1 nozzles. Regions where these instabilities exist
are predictable through analysis of test data ar.d are considered in all new
nozzle designs. Two-dimensional geometry may -.result in different modes of
instability and should be carefully evaluated in any new design.
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F6.C SUMMARY OF RESULTS
f
Thirty-one nonaxisymmetric exhaust nozzle designs were categorized as
belonging f'o one of three generic groups: two-dimensional convergent--! ivergent
(2D-CD), ':wo-dimensioual asymmetric (2DA), or t.wo-dimensional wedge (2DW; . The
gimbaled hinge 2D-CD emerged as the best study concept based on totalled rank-
ings o£ static performance, weight, and design criteria. The 2DW was selected
as the second study concept because of unique problem areas. The: 2DA nozzle
was not selected because a substantial data base existed for TDA nozzles from
the ADEN program.
Increases in cooling systen complexity result in increased propulsion
system weight and reduced noz/.le performance. Both effects increase aircraft
TOCW. In general, the simplest (predominantly film cooling) arrangement pro-
duced the smallest TOGW increase for the concepts evaluated. Consequently,
film cooling was selected for application who.re nozzle structural integrity
was the prime design criteria. When lover surface temperatures are required
for reduction of infrared signatures, more cor:, p.I ex approaches such as im-
pingement film should be utilized.
The cooling flow source has a significant impact on cooling system design
due to variations in coolant flov pressures and temperatures. As an example,
cooling flow supplied by the J85 turbine discharge and compressor bleed re-
quired four times the number of liner cooling slots compared to a system de-
signed for a typical fan air source.
Three J85-21 exhaust system layouts were completed predominantly using
film cooling and the pivoting hinge flap 2D-CD nozzle concept. These include:
Aspect Ratio Coolant Source
t.O Fan
4.0
8.0
Turbine Discharge and
Compressor Bleed
Ti'.rbine Discharge and
Compressor Bleed
This study indicates that the pivoting* 2D-CD is a viable and structurally
sound exhaust system. It is recommended that further design definition con-
tinue culminating in full-scale test hardware.
* "Gimbaled" is being replaced by "pivoting" which more accurately represents
the vectoring motion.
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7.0 APPENDIX
7.1 COOLING METHODOLOGY
"Previous cooling experience and methodology in afterburner and exhaust
system cooling was utilized to analyze the throe preliminary conceptual de-
signs. This analysis required estimating coolin;; flows needed to meet the
design point temperatures, determining off-design point coolant flows, and
subsequent metal temperatures for these off-design point flows, rx.isti.ng
time-sharing computer programs ustd in other successful cooling design pro-
grams (ADEN, F101X, JT!)E) were used to improve the analytical efficiency of
the normally time-consuming calculations. The sections below describe the
heat transfer model, flow balance computer program, and heat transfer expres
s.lons used to define nozzle cooling requirement's, and reach design objec-
t ives.
7.2 HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
Each of the three conceptual designs was modeled in the time sharing
program, PORTEND, for calculating metal temperatures. The exhaust system flow-
pach parameters, both hot gas and coolant, were modeled in this program at
5 cm (2.0 inches) axial increments starting at the plane of the flameholder.
downstream to the end of the exhausu system. (The last data point was actu-
ally beyond the end of the divergent flap.) The i.nput parameters for each
data point required the area and perimeter of the hot flowpath and coolant
flowpath (liner gap).
The axial location of each film slot was also input so that the charac-
teristic dimension (x) for heat transfer coefficients and film effectiveness
could he calculated for each data point downstream of the film slot.
Other fixed geometry input required in the cooling model included an
indicator for the type of preprogrammed cooling slot or screech hole pattern
for determining film effectiveness. Figure 33 shows the two types of film
effectiveness curves that wer.a used for these conceptual designs. Any sub-
sequent calculations for the previously located slots or holes would use the
film effectiveness values for one of the two curves shown on Figure 33. All
slots of these designs used the film slot curve while the screen flow near
the flameholder used the screech hole curve.
The axial station location of the nozzle throat was used for calculating
the sinusoidally increasing gas temperature (Tc) distribution from the
fiameholder to the nozzle throat.
The remaining input required to complete the cooling model involves J85-
21 engine cycle data for the design point or off-design point condition being
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analyzed. For each conceptual design, the assumed design point was analyzed
first to allow slot flow iterations to meet tin: design temperatures. The
following coolant and gas stream cycle parameters were input:
• Estimated coolant flow ent.-;rir.^ the liner (wrT)-
• Gas stream flow and temperature at liner inlet station ('*>!„,,), (T ).
(t I O
• Cas stream temperature and location at nozzle throat (T0), (X,,).
v> O
• Estimated cooling flow and temperature at each slot (W ), (Tr).
L« i>
• Fuel-to-air ratio and design metal temperature for radiation cal-
culations (FAR, (Tm).
The metal temperature output for every data point from the program must
be evaluated to verify meeting design temperatures. Any large discrepancies
from the calculated to the desi.'C'd metal temperature required rerunning the
program. This iteration for obtaining the desired metal temperature was
accomplished by adjusting the coolant flows for the slct ana slots affecting
the data point tempernture. Further iterations were completed until satis-
factory metal temperatures were obtained.
7.3 FLOW BALANCE PROGRAM
The cooling flows required to meet design metal temperatures were then
input into the time sharing program, FLOCAL. This flow balance program cal-
culates the balance flows for a network of nodes and branches. Figure 34
shows the model used for the 2D-CD 4AR ('"an air cooled) conceptual design.
The nodes are shown from 1 through 12 along with the interconnecting branches
joining the nodes and simulating cooling iMowpath geometry, film slots, etc.
The nodes represent discrete locations in the coolant or hot gas stream.
The initial model was set up with the branches simulating liner gaps and
film slots. The node input consisted of the gas stream static pressures and
design point liner inlet pressure which is representative of the typical
turbofan coolant driving pressure. The program then calculates the total
coolant flow entering the liner and the distribution of this .:oolant flo«.
through the film slots, out the end of the liner, or to the AS threat slot.
These, flows, which did not exactly equal the flows required from the heat
transfer analysis, were iterated by adjusting the liner branch areas.
The final configuration of branch areas would be designed into the ex-
haust system during a detailed hardware design phase. During a detail design
phase, liner hangers, dams, restrictions, and other coolant flowpath para-
meters are accounted for and put into this analysis.
The cooling flows for the off.-design conditions were determined by in-
putting the coolant inlet pressure and hot gas stream pressures into the flow
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balance program. The coolant Inlet pressure was based on typical turbofan
pressure and the hot gas stream pressures were based en the J85-21 cycle con-
ditions. (See Section 5.3.3 for pressure ratios used.) Once the clow, Cor
these off-design points were determined, they were put back into Che heat
transfer program "PORTENO" for calculating metal temperatures at. these cycle
conditions.
After the technical redirection, the remaining two conceptual designs
utilised only air available from the engine itself Tor cooling. For these
designs, this flow balance program was not used. The existing J85-21 engine
known cooling flow (15.4% W51) at the design point (M - 1.0 at sea level) and
associated coolant pressure ratio (P-rc/Psc^ werc t^en fi'°« the cycle data. The
off-design point pressure ratios from the cycle data were ratioed to obtain
the off-desi;;n (lows. The design point and off-design point flows for the
compressor bie?d coolant were similarly radioed and obtained. The existing
J85-21 liner design is similar to these designs and, th<;r'.!fore, it was not:
necessarv in tl.is preliminary study to try to simulate unknown hanger, block-
ages, restrictions, etc.
The turbine discharge pressure ratios and compressor bleed pressure
ratios are shown in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.3.3. The required individual slot
flows obtained in the heat transfer analysis were ratioed by the overall
coolant pressure ratio to obtain off-design individual slot flows. Film
slots fed from the compressor bleed were obtained by rat icing the overall
pressure ratios.
7 . hEAT TRANSFER EXPRESSIONS
The following provides a brief summary of the expressions used in the
heat transfer analysis by the time sharing program PKOTENO.
The initial step involved obtaining the film effectiveness (nf) for each
data point downstream of a slot or screech section in order to determine
adiabatic wall temperature (T^ w). The curves in Figure 33 were preprogram-
med to provide the effectiveness (nf) for a film slot or screech section as
selected by an input option. The adiabatic wall temperature with accumula-
tion effects of multiple slots upstrean, of the discrete data point was de-
termined as follows:
The gas stream and coolant side coefficient at each data point were cal-
culated using the turbulent correlations:
Expression for T^y based on multiple slot correlation (Reference 12).
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The fluid properties in the above expressions are calculated or preprogrammed
as a function of the gas stream or coolant temperature0 and nressures. Tno
characteristic dimensions, flows, and areas are extracted from tht: input
data to the program.
The radiation heat flux included hot gus strea-.n radiation to the flaw-
path liner and the radiation from the liner to the outer wall of the Coolant
passage at coolant temperature. Also, the radiation of the hardware visible
to ambient surroundings was considered downstream of the throat.
(Upstream Throat) Q
(Downstream Throat) Q
L/C
(4)
(5)
(6)
Using the abova relationships in the program, an initial metal tempera-
ture was calculated without the unknown Q L/C and then recalculated account-
ing for this radiation (QL/C) based on the rirst-time-through metal tempera-
ture. The primary gas emissivi?:y (Ep) is calculated in the program as a
function of gas conditions, fuel-air ratio, and geometry. The liner emis-
sivity (em) was a function cf material.
The following sketch summarizes the major expressions involved in solv-
ing the overall heat balance in order to determine the data point metal
temperature.
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9.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
A Area
AC Cooled Surface Area
AR Dry Throat Aspect Ratio
CFG Gross Thrust Coefficient
Cp__ Resultant Cross Thrust Coefficient
Cp Specific Heat Ratio
DH Hydraulic Diameter
AW£ Incremental Engine Weight Related to Cooling System Components
"k'Crp Incremental Engine Weight Related t.o "Cj.-^
FAR Fuel/Air Ratio
FQ Cress Thrust
F/H Flame Holder
 t
."N Net Thrust
H Height
h Heat Transfer Coefficient
IR Infrared Radiation
K Thermal Conductivity
(L/H)p Projected Boattail Length/Height Ratio
M Macli Number
m Mass Flow Ratio
PR Prandtl Number
PT Total Pressure
P Static Pressure
PSG Gas STeam Static Pressure
PS3 Compressor Bleed Static Pressure
QC/L Gas to Liner Radiation
QL/C Liner to Coolant Radiation
RCS Radar Cross Section
S Slot Height
T Static Temperature
TE Trailing Edge
TOGW Takeoff Gross Weight
T/R Thrust Reverser
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Concluded)
T
T/W
W
WCT
WGT
WJ85
U'2
X
IF
Total Temperature °K
Thrust/'Weight Ratio
Weight Flow
Coolant Flow at Liner Exit
Gas Stream Flow
J85 Engine Weight
Engine Inlet Flow
Distance
Thrust Vector Angle
Metal Emissivity
Gas Emissivlty
Film Effectiveness
Gross Effectiveness
Viscosity Coefficient
Stefan - Boltzman Constant
SUBSCRIPTS
AW Adiobatic Wall
C Cooling Flow
CL Liner Cooling Flow
CS Secondary Flap Cooling Flow
i Ideal
Max Maximum
m metal
5 Static
SG Static Gage
0 Freestream
6 Liner Inlet Station
8 Nozzle Throat Station
9 Nozzle Exit Station
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